FRENCH   POLITICAL  THOUGHT
even after the Coup d'Etat canvassed for votes in support of
the new regime, declaring on I2th December 1851 that " to
vote against Louis Napoleon was to vote for the Socialist
Revolution; to vote for him was not necessarily to approve of
all he had done but was choosing between him and the total
ruin of France/' and after enumerating the benefits the Church
had received from him during his presidency he confessed to
" searching in vain for any other system that could guarantee
the maintenance and extension of such benefits." l
It was not long, however, before his eyes were opened. Four
events mainly contributed to throw him into the opposition:
the sending into exile of many honourable and moderately
minded men, such as Thiers, Changarnier and Remusat; the
promulgation of a farcical constitution which was evidently
meant to establish as permanent a dictatorship which he had
fondly hoped was to be but temporary; the decrees which by
confiscating the property of the Orleans family made an un-
necessary cleavage between the new regime and those Orleanists
who would have been prepared to give it any support that did
not imply the brutal denial of their former allegiance, and
finally the Government's refusal to abrogate the " organic
laws," that supplement to the Concordat which, however
ignored they might be, did nevertheless give the State the
ultimate control of the Church. What the Church should have
asked was not only the de facto freedom that came from the
good pleasure of the powers of the day, but the dejure freedom
that would enable her to defy authority if ever this good
pleasure should cease. This blank refusal of Napoleon to make
the privileges of the Church depend on law and not on the
sovereign's whim made many Catholics besides Montalembert
wonder whether the Emperor might not, after all, disappoint
one day the hopes put in him.
The publication ofDes Interets catholiques au Dix-neuvi£me Sifale
proclaimed Montalembert's disillusion and came as the clarion
blast of the Liberal Catholics to action. It contains in an arrest-
ing and persuasive form both a philosophy of the true position
of the Catholic Church in modern society and an admirable
1  Debidour, op. r//., p, 518.
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